
History:  
Britain’s settlement by Anglo Saxons  
Just how great was Alfred? 
Were the dark ages really dark? 
What was Saxon justice like? 
What's the story with Beowulf? 
Geography: Rivers and Mountains 
Children will learn about the difference 
between the British Isles, Great Britain and 
the UK and locate the main islands that 
surround the UK before planning a journey 
into Wales. Focusing on Wales, children will 
research facts, collect data and begin a 
study of the region starting with the River 
Usk. 
French:  Learning to speak, hear and 
recognise vocabulary that relates to family, 
pets and colours. 

Year 4 
Food for Thought 

Spring Term 1 

Maths:Multiplication and division 
Recall and use multiplication and division facts 
for times tables up to 12 ×12. Count in 
multiples of 6, 7, 9. 25 and 1000 Use place 
value, known and derived facts to multiply and 
divide mentally. Solve problems using 
multiplication and division 

 

Computing: 
Code breakers (code breaking digital 
literacy). Children will learn to manipulate 
input and output. What HTML is, where to 
find it and how to write HTML code. 

Science: Animals including humans. 
Digestive system - describe the simple functions 
of the basic parts in humans 
Teeth -identify the different types of teeth in 
humans and know their simple functions  
Food chains 
-Construct and interpret a variety of food chains 
-identify producers, predators and prey. 
- Identify different teeth and their function in 
animals. 
 

RE: Community The children will learn about 
belonging to different communities. They will 
explore their school, family and parish and how 
these communities celebrate. 
Giving and receiving  We will explore giving 
and receiving in their lives and  learn about it in 
the Eucharist and the different aspects of mass 
including the introductory rite, gathering in love, 
the Penitential Act, Communion Rite and 
Concluding Rite. PSHE & C – Going for goals, e-
safety, Modern British Values  

English:  Non-Fiction:  
Key text – ‘Fortunately the Milk’– Using the 
story to write formal and informal letters as well 
as a diary entry. Understanding when to use the 
correct person (1st, 2nd or 3rd) tense and 
language. 
Explanations Using a video story to identify 
and use key features of this genre, how 
explanations are organised and the type of 
language used.  
Poetry:  Free verse linked to topics – use of 
figurative language, senses and exploring other 
poets’ free verse. 
Sentence Work – Identifying and using main 
clauses and subordinate clauses. Using commas. 
Prepositions, adverbs and adverbial phrases. 
Editing to improve and correct. 
Speaking and Listening – Articulate and 
justify explanation and maintain the interest of 
listeners. Use sentence level work in speech. 
Expression and emphasis within presentations. 

PE: Gymnastics 
Sequencing balance.  Movements 
Invasion games/Swimming 
Ball skills, team work and tactics. 
Swimming 
Improving swimming strokes Music: 

Violin and cello   
Year 4’s focus will continue to be on playing the 
violin and cello.  This half-term they will look at the 
technique of plucking. In addition, they will 
Consider the tempo and pulse of a piece of music. 
 
DT: designing and nutrition 
Children will explore different pasta and cous cous 
dishes and reflect on their purpose and market. 
They will hold a tasting and evaluation session and 
evaluate a variety of dishes so  that they’re able to 
inform their own choices and design a pasta or 
cous cous salad that meets a brief.  They will take 
their design from plan, to packaging and the final 
product.  
 
 
 

Dates for Diary 
7 Jan Inset 
8 Jan School starts 
11, 18, 25 Jan, 1, 8 Feb 4 Poplar, 4 Ash 
swim 
23 Jan Learning Journal out 
15 Feb, 1, 8, 15, 22 March 4 Rowan swim 



Focus 
Endings which 

sound like /ʒən/ Words ending in -ous  Words ending in -ous Words ending in -ous 

Words ending in -ous 
and word endings 

which sound 
like /ʃən/, spelt –tion 
(plus other suffixes) 

Endings which sound like 
/ʃən/, spelt –tion 

Spring 
1 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 

erosion adventurous mountainous mysterious outrageous addition 

expansion carnivorous poisonous precious spontaneous audition 

illusion coniferous thunderous religious glamorous caption 

mansion conspicuous contagious spacious humorous edition 

pension dangerous curious studious enormous emotion 

progression famous dubious victorious jealous eviction 

television generous glorious courteous humorous invention 

televise herbivorous gracious courageous action lotion 

version joyous hilarious gorgeous active location 

diversion marvellous luxurious hideous activity mention 

Spellings to Learn and Investigate     Year 4 (Lions and Geckos)       Spring 1 2019                                                    



Spellings to Learn and Investigate      Year 4 (Penguins)          Spring 1 2019                                                    

Focus 

NC Year 3/4 word list 
including some 

prefixes and suffixes 

NC Year 3/4 word list 
including some 

prefixes  

NC Year 3/4 word list 
including some 

prefixes and suffixes  

NC Year 3/4 word list 
including some 

prefixes and suffixes 

NC Year 3/4 word list 
including some 

prefixes and suffixes 

NC Year 3/4 word list 
including some 

prefixes and suffixes 

Spring 1 

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 

accident arrive businesses complete discontinuation descriptive 

accidentally believe calendar incomplete continuous different 

actual disbelieve caught completion decide differently 

actually bicycle centre consider decision indifferent 

address breath recentre consideration indecisive indifference 

answer breathe century considerate decisively differentiation 

appear build certain inconsiderate indecision difficult 

disappear rebuild uncertain continue describe difficulty 

reappear busy certainty continuation description dislodge 

apparition business circle discontinue indescribable disappearance 


